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WHAT IS OOBROY? WHERE DID IT COME FROM?
WHAT DOES IT WANT WITH OUR WORLD?
oobROY is a FICTION. A THEORETICAL ARTS MOVEMENT.
An IMAGINARY PHENOMENON of the early 21st Century.
We invented it - created it from our own DREAMS and
FEELINGS and THOUGHTS and FLESH and BONES and
FEATHERS and BLOOD.
At the time oobROY was conceived, we had been
dreaming of a REBIRTH in contemporary arts and the
wider culture. We have long felt that there is little in this
millennium which seems NEW, FRESH, VITAL. Our culture
is OSSIFYING around us. We are becoming STUCK IN
CONCRETE.
The REMEDY? A SYSTEMATICALLY IMPLEMENTED
PROGRAMME OF OOBROYIST ACTIVITY IN EVERY NATION
OF THE WORLD.
So what exactly is oobROY? What is its essence? How
does it look, sound, feel, smell, taste? Do we even know
its intentions?
Yes, we do.
We, the authors of these SMASHED GLASS MANIFESTOS,
have come to know oobROY very well over the days and
the months and the years. We have nurtured oobROY,
allowed it to grow within us, watched its development
from the ZYGOTE OF AN IDEA into this fully-formed
FOETAL ENTITY.
We have felt the kicks, ran all the tests. The scans look
healthy. As it grows we can feel oobROY sucking
nutrients, ideas and experience from within us. We have
formed an UMBILICAL BOND with our creation. oobROY
has become CLEAR in our minds. We hear its PURE VOICE
in our heads.
Through this bond we have come to understand that
oobROY’s essence is FLUID, EVER-CHANGING.

oobROY exists BETWEEN THE EXTREMES, like a SPARK
between DISTANT SYNAPSES. As an artform it is forever
balanced somewhere between the EXPERIMENTAL and the
POPULAR, between the ABSTRACT and the FIGURATIVE,
between the EXPRESSIONIST and the CONCEPTUAL,
between REASON and ABSURDITY, between REALISM and
the DREAMLIKE, between the CONCRETE and the
METAPHORICAL, between the METHODICALLY EDITED and
the WHOLLY IMPROVISED, between MONOCHROME and
TECHNICOLOR, between BEAUTY and UGLINESS.
oobROY’s eyes move independently of each other. It has
one eye on the PAST, another eye on the FUTURE. Its THIRD
EYE registers ALL THAT IS NOW.
The
dedicated
oobROYist
is
a
POLYMATH,
an
INTERDISCIPLINARY CREATOR. She moves freely between
disciplines, media, genres, cutting up and pasting together
disparate forms at the service of her creativity. She is
forever striving towards a TOTAL ART which stimulates and
engages all the available senses.
Whereas the polymaths of the Renaissance turned to the
classical structures and aesthetics of the Greeks and
Romans for inspiration, we know in our bones that oobROY
is a Rebirth of a very different flavour. oobROY rises up
PHOENIX-LIKE from the ASHES OF THE AVANT-GARDES. Its
intention is to reappropriate the revolutionary aims,
experimental processes and agitated demeanour of its
antecedents amongst the Modernists and Post-Modernists
and to apply these to NOW. In this manner oobROY will
SMASH UP the populist, traditional, nostalgic and pleasing
forms which bolster TODAY’S OSSIFYING CULTURE and use
the scattered pieces and parts TO CREATE SOMETHING
NEW.
oobROY is a DIY movement at its core. In the absence of
patronage, contracts, grants, commissions or wealthy
collectors, the oobROYist is happy to take full control of the
development, creation, manufacturing and distribution of
her own works, using the materials, resources and
connections she already has to hand.

oobROY is ALL HEART. It craves CONNECTION. It has an
inherent EMPATHY TOWARDS ALL.
oobROY is OMNIDIRECTIONAL. The oobROYist experiences
and records life from many angles SIMULTANEOUSLY.
Through her artworks she pieces together a likeness of the
WORLD OUTSIDE or the UNIVERSE WITHIN as though she
has gathered together the SHARDS and SPLINTERS of a
LOOKING GLASS SMASHED and glued these back together
into some new and wondrous, ever-changing, threedimensional form which reflects ALL THAT HAS EVER
EXISTED: a PORTAL to EVERY DIMENSION. In this way
oobROY DEMOLISHES TIME AND PLACE.
The waters have broken. It is time for oobROY to be born.
Born in the form of these Smashed Glass Manifestos.
- Avant Kinema
A PIANO ON THE AUTOBAHN
oobROY is an inquisitive puppy. You may fall foul of its
claws, discover a mess on the kitchen floor or wake up with
a fang embedded in your toe but it will always love you. If
you feed oobROY it will snip at your fingers, fetch sticks,
lick your chops and barkbarkbark at passing strangers.
oobROY is a jigsaw. oobROY is the trashcan. oobROY is
your toothbrush. oobROY is a mirage. oobROY is dripping
paint. A memory at the breakfast table. A clinging
mesmerist. A puff of smoke. A sip of the stream. The
snorting buffalo. A dead man's boot. Lactating camels.
oobROY is feverish, illogical, blind, deaf, mute.
A monkey in the bathtub. A piano on the autobahn. A
cucumber in the umbrella rack. A zebra on probation. A
parrot in mascara.
oobROY is a toy. oobROY is joy. oobROY is death warmed
up. oobROY is BOOMMA BOOMMA BOOOM.
- Shard Azure

ONE THOUSAND MANIFESTOS
oobROY's essence is contained in one hundred, one thousand,
one million contradictory Manifestos. oobROY is not carved in
stone. Its form is fluid. If there are Three Thousand and NinetyOne members of oobROY, then there are Three Thousand and
Ninety-One oobROYist Manifestos.
The oobROYist's Manifesto is her greatest work of art. An
extension of the self. An outward projection of the inner
landscape.
oobROY's over-riding intent is manifest: manifest impression;
manifest expression; an unobstructed breathing in and
breathing out.
Rather than engaging in a systematic disordering of her senses
(as prescribed by Arthur Rimbaud), the oobROYist would
prefer to view her Universe with clarity, speak to her Universe
in the clearest of tones. If she discovers the Universe to be
obscure, paradoxical, fragmentary in its nature, then she is
beholden to smash any supposedly objective, photo-realist
recording or rendering under the sparking, clanging hammers
of her creativity.
If the Universe cannot hear the meaning in her words, then she
must strip all meaning from her words and offer her bare voice,
the mere, guttural sounds in her throat: grahh! bleehh! mnahh!
pluggh! ptholl! grukk!
The ricochet sound of oobROY's unintelligible voice
reverberating through the Universe is meaning enough in itself.
We must listen with reverence, listen in awe to these
utterances - to the meaningless bomb blast of oobROY's
bombast.
- Orphine

THE ESSENCE OF OOBROY
1: oobROY is experimental, seeing the act of unfettered
creativity as an essential continuation of the childhood
urge to play. oobROY is a laboratory wherein new forms
of creation may be tried out.
2: oobROY is interdisciplinary: it sees no gain in being
chained for life to any one medium, preferring to work in
many spheres, making use of several senses at once.
3: oobROY is a DIY movement. Its works are developed,
created, manufactured and distributed using low cost,
readily available materials, resources and connections.
4: oobROY is balanced somewhere between the avant
garde and the popular, the highbrow and the low. It has a
free pass through all strata.
5: oobROY draws as much from dreams, the unconscious,
instinct, mythology, chance and the irrational as it does
from reality and logic.
6: oobROY experiences the world around itself
simultaneously from multiple viewpoints, as though
capturing reflections in the shards and fragments of a
smashed mirror.
7: oobROY has empathy for all that is living, all that no
longer lives, all that never has lived.
8: oobROY seeks to elicit a visceral, emotional or physical
response from its audience.

IN SIXTEEN BULLET-POINTS
9: oobROY is balanced between the extremes of the
Expressionist and Figurative on one side and the
Conceptual and Abstract on the other.
10: oobROY is generally created using a hybrid of new and
old technologies and processes: the newly invented
alongside the largely forgotten.
11: oobROY is open to improvisation, free-form
approaches, the celebration of now.
12: When seen from a certain angle oobROY may appear
political, philosophical, spiritual. When seen from another
it is none of these.
13: oobROY is conceived and born in the 21st century but is
respectful of its predecessors: happy to reappropriate
techniques and ideas from experimentalists of earlier eras.
14: oobROY is not a marriage contract: there are no
exclusive ties; no shame in being labeled “a weekend
oobROYist”.
15: oobROY grows from its manifestos the way a forest
grows from scattered seeds. Create your own manifesto
and watch how quickly oobROY grows.
16: A work of oobROY may feature some or all or none of
these elements. There are no stone-set commandments
within oobROY.
- avant kinema / orphine / shard azure

OOBROY AND THE -ISMS
So, is oobROY really all that different from the recent rash
of -isms which cling so desperately to the ankles of the
20th century’s Gods and Monsters? The Stuckists and
Remodernists with their random insistence on Figurative
Painting or Spirituality? Murakami’s Super Flat with its
crushing together of Pop Art, Anime and Manga?
Metamodernism’s oscillations between the Modernist and
the Post-, as channelled through the voice of a Fallen Film
Star?
We have Faith that oobROY is indeed quite different to
these other artistic trends of the 21st Century, which we
see as being overly nostalgic in character.
Some questions oobROY asks of these -isms: why be so
reductive, so rigid, so quick to prescribe yet another set
of rules? Why the insistence on only Figurative Painting or
Spirituality or crushed together Pop Art, Anime and
Manga or oscillations between this and that in the mouth
of a Fallen Film Star?
Why do movements and manifestos demand that we toe
a party line? Why must we pick a side between Concept
or Emotion? Or between the Figurative, the Biomorphic
and the Abstract? Each of these has useful qualities. We
do not choose a table over an apple. We choose both. We
choose to eat the apple at the table.
Instead
of
ever-narrowing
choices
we
choose
EVERYTHING: the sum of all that can be thought, or felt,
or experienced, or imagined. oobROY exists in the dream,
in reality and in the spaces between. It can be found in
impression and expression, in the abstract, the symbolic
and the figurative.

AK

If you look down on oobROY from three different
vantage point it may, in any given moment, resemble
FLUXUS or ZEN or FEMINISM or some other -ism, some
other framework for philosophical thought, not yet
quite put into words.
There is no stone tablet of commandments.
Why must we specialise, study one area over all others?
If a child reaches her left hand out to pick up a crayon
do you first make her drop the tambourine in her right
hand?
- Orphine

VISIONS OF OOBROY
Do you now hold an image of oobROY in your mind? Do
you picture it as some great customized construction,
sent rolling off the conveyor belt out onto blood-red
alien deserts? Can you see its shadow narrowing and
stretching into the horizon, flattening sand dunes? Or
does the oobROY in your mind haunt the World like a
reanimated scarecrow, its rags and its humanity only
ever glimpsed in peripheral vision? Perhaps your vision
of oobROY is violently launched from some crumbling
Bavarian castle like a self-constructed monster, set
adrift into an uncertain future, on a chunk of arctic ice.
- Shard Azure
WE ARE ALL FICTIONS
In a way we are all fictions, just like oobROY. None of
us is fully formed. We are par-boiled. Each of us,
moment-by-moment, sculpts herself anew with the
precision of a barber-shop surgeon: slicing and
stitching together scraps of identity and form drawn
from our genes, our environment, our personal
histories, taste, likes, dislikes, dreams, imagination.
Who are we anyway? Are we authentic? Do we exist?
Could we prove our existence, our reality, if this were
put to the test?
Do we really care? What’s so great about being set in
stone, anyway? Yes, we may find ourselves bobbing in
the current like corks from a case of smashed bottles
(once firmly secured in the captain’s cabin) but at least
we know our place in the scheme of things.
Don’t you know yet? oobROY hates certainty. It wants
to exist in the space between concrete things. Its
natural state is molten, glowing. oobROY wants to
spread like pyrosomes on the surface of a dark ocean.
orphine

- Orphine

ON TZYMBOLISM AND THE ETYMOLOGY OF OOBROY
The origins of the word oobROY lie with the early 20th Century
arts movement, Tzymbolism.
You most likely have never heard of the Tzymbolists. Though
they were some of the earliest British artists to fully embrace
Modernism’s concepts, aesthetics and concerns they remain
largely unknown today.
I feel qualified to write in depth on this subject, being the
descendant of Tzymbolism’s founders, the avant garde Scottish
writer Ranulph Yardley, his cousin the artist Orlagh Brynn and his
commonlaw wife, “the great Modernist Muse”, dancer and multiinstrumentalist, Anna Terpsikova. Ranulph and Anna were my
great-grandparents.
Although Anna, Orlagh and Ranulph envisioned Tzymbolism as a
movement for all - much like Cubism, Futurism, Imagism,
Vorticism, or Surrealism - in reality it was a localised scene:
essentially a movement of three individuals. Its audience was
limited to friends, family and acquaintances of the trio, and its
influence did not extend far beyond the Great Haar which
surrounds Brig’hid, the small Scottish archipelago located
somewhere in the North Sea just off the coastline of East
Lothian. My predecessors lived and created their works on these
islands for several decades from 1919 onwards.
I suspect that I may well be in possession of the only remaining
examples of the Tzymbolist's bountiful experiments in art,
sculpture, poetry, prose writings, music, filmmaking,
photography and theatre. These are now languishing in dusty
piles in an anonymous warehouse along with a few yellowing and
torn issues of their self-published journal. The trio named this
sporadically produced organ oobROY and the Muse, and it is from
this source that we have now - more than a century later - stolen
the word oobROY for our own purposes. I’m sure the Tzymbolists
of Brig’hid would approve.
I always felt that the character of the Tzymbolist micromovement can be gleaned from its name. Like the French
Symbolist poets - Baudelaire, Rimbaud, Verlaine and Mallarmé,
(the last of whom Anna Terpsikova claimed to have encountered
several times during her European travels in the late 1800s) - my
predecessors were enamoured with the possibilities of symbols,
metaphor, simile, the dream-image, signs and the relationship
between an object or an abstract idea and its signifier.

As far as the very deliberate use of “Tz-” as the very first consonant
heard or seen when encountering Tzymbolism, I sense that, in look
and sound - in the way it zuzzes over the tongue and teeth - this
was intended to capture some essence of Lao-Tze’s Tao Te Ching
(Ranulph was a committed student of Taoism) or Tristan Tzara’s
incendiary DADAist manifestos, or even the blood-sucking
persistence of the tzetze fly.
In rereading some of the letters Anna, Ranulph and Orlagh wrote to
quizzical recipients of their pamphlets, it seems that the word
“oobROY” likewise encapsulated a conglomeration of different
references and meanings. The most obvious being Alfred Jarry’s
proto-Absurdist comic play, Ubu Roi (1896), which influenced much
of Modernism’s anarchic spirit with its Punch & Judy-like buffoonery.
oobROY’s letters - O.O.B.R.O.Y. - spell out the initials of Rory and
his beloved cousin’s full names: Orlagh Oonasdottir Brynn +
Ranulph Ossian Yardley.
Some family members have suggested that the word also seems
to hint at my great-grandparents’ political leanings. The couple
always longed for a Scottish Independent Socialist Republic and
put forward the legendary Jacobite rebel, Rob Roy MacGregor, as a
figure-head for their cause.
My great-grandparents stated on more than one occasion that, on
a Winters Evening in 1919, as Anna was nursing Ranulph (one of
the countless shell-shocked casualties “who had been sent back in
pieces from the rat-infested trenches and battlefields of World
War One”), they happened upon the word “broyer”, meaning “to
pulverize or crunch”, whilst randomly flicking through a French-toEnglish dictionary.
This random discovery led to the parlour game, “Broyer les Mots!”,
in which Ranulph, Anna, Orlagh and their guests gathered in small
groups in even smaller rooms and spent whole evenings imbibing
absinthe, furiously browsing through foreign language dictionaries
for etymological wonders whilst thrusting buttered scones into
each other’s nostrils.
Is any of this actually true? Does it really matter? Are the specific
details I’m offering any less valid than the words in some
supposedly objective, highly regarded historical account or
scholarly tome? Might the insistence on authenticity and verifiable
facts even diminish the power of oobROY?
In time we shall see.

- Orphine

WHAT WILL BECOME OF OOBROY?
oobROY will soon arrive in the World, much like a
vulnerable, foundling woodland creature which we
have nursed, fed and watered back to full health,
before returning it to the Wild.
We wonder, as it spreads out beyond our journals
and scrapbooks and coffee shop conversations,
might oobROY become REAL one day? Real like the
carved toy who dreamed of being human? The lie
which became a truth because it wished so hard to
be believed that the World agreed to believe in it?
Will history remember oobROY? All its failures and
achievements; its canonical works; its influence on
each person it encounters as it spreads out from
the centre on a wave of (im)possibility?
What will become of oobROY? Will it survive out
there? What will its ultimate fate be as it passes
from the realms of the imagined into reality?
Will it crumble to dust? Disperse like mere bubbles
on the wind? Return to a state of nothingness once
more?
Or will reality solidify around it? Fix oobROY in place
and time?
Do we even dare to wonder how oobROY’s tone and
message might change, metamorphose, expand or
contract as it spreads from person to person, finds
itself translated into a multitude of languages and
dialects, remoulds itself to fit the form of each of
its hosts?
- Avant Kinema

oobROYist

International
NOW IT IS TIME FOR
YOU TO CREATE YOUR
OWN OOBROYIST
MANIFESTOS / JOURNALS
/ POSTERS / (ANTI)-ART
/ FILMS / MUSIC / LITERATURE
/ FASHION / ARCHITECTURE
/ CUISINE/ SUBCULTURES
AND, IN SO DOING, ALLOW
OOBROY TO SPREAD
ACROSS THE WORLD....

- Shard Azure

